The Anarchist’s Tool Chest  
W/ Christopher Schwarz

Tools required:

- Smoothing plane
- Marking gauge or cutting gauge
- Marking knife
- Mechanical pencil
- Dividers
- Try square or 12” combination square
- Sliding bevel or dovetail marking gauge
- Dovetail saw or dozuki
- Chisels (1/2” and 3/8)
- Mallet
- Dead-blow mallet
- Rabbeting plane, moving fillister or a large shoulder plane
- Hammer (16 oz.) and a nail set
- Coping saw with extra blades

Optional tools:

- Jointer plane
- Block plane
- Router plane
- Carcase saw with a bench hook
- Tenon saw
- Hand drill with bits
- Your sharpening equipment (I like a side-clamp honing guide)
- 3/16” beading plane